
Central San Pedro Neighborhood Council 

(Letterhead) 

July 21, 2020 

 

RE: Letter in Support of Terminal Island Becoming a Shared Asset Between the Central San Pedro 

Neighborhood Council and the Wilmington Neighborhood Council 

 

The Central San Pedro Neighborhood Council (CSPNC) bylaws approved June 29, 2020 Article 

II - Goals and Objectives clearly states that the CSPNC shall “promote and facilitate communication, 

interaction, and opportunities for collaboration among all certified Neighborhood Councils regarding their 

common and varied concerns”. The CSPNC takes this objectively seriously especially in regard to its 

relationships with other neighborhood councils in the Harbor Gateway community. 

Conflicting views between the CSPNC and the Wilmington Neighborhood Council (WNC) 

regarding the territorial status of Terminal Island recently led to the Board of Neighborhood 

Commissioners issuing a decision against the CSPNC. 

Whereas, the Board of Neighborhood Commissioners made clear in its decision dated June 22, 2020 that 

it does not support Terminal Island being wholly incorporated into the representative territory of the 

CSPNC 

Whereas, The Board of Neighborhood Commissioners at the same meeting expressed concerns regarding 

the legitimacy of Terminal Island being wholly incorporated into the representative territory of the WNC 

but withheld judgement in regard to the WNC’s claims, instead choosing to decide against the CSPNC 

Whereas, The Board of Neighborhood Commissioners also expressed its desire for the CSPNC and 

WNC to resolve its territorial dispute amongst themselves, and potentially have Terminal Island become a 

shared asset between the two councils 

The CSPNC resolves the following, The CSPNC agrees that Terminal Island should be considered a 

shared asset with the WNC, given the shared history and shared interests of both cities. 

The CSPNC shall in due haste appoint a representative or body of representatives to work with 

representatives of the Wilmington Neighborhood Council in order for each respective council to amend 

their bylaws to represent Terminal Island as a shared asset. The chosen representatives for the CSPNC 

may or may not be chosen from the Bylaws Committee, per the will of the CSPNC Board. The CSPNC 

makes no claims as to the views or opinions of the WNC regarding Terminal Island becoming a shared 

asset.  

The CSPNC representative(s) chosen by the CSPNC Board shall make all good faith efforts to 

resolve the Terminal Island dispute with WNC, with the understanding that success is not guaranteed. The 

CSPNC representative shall take no official action, particularly regarding the amendment of the CSPNC 

bylaws without the approval of the board or appropriate committee(s). 

 

Approved by majority vote of the Central San Pedro Council  

June XX, 2020 


